
WISEdata Release Notes 10/3/23

WISEdata and Ed-Fi Updates –

Critical Errors

On theWISEdata Portal (WDP) Agencymenu, ValidationMessages screen a new checkbox is beingmade

available for Critical Errors. Checkboxes already exist for Errors andWarnings, but this new checkbox option will

specifically display a list of critical errors.

As a reminder, critical errors are themost severe type of validation. All data corrections, for all types of

validations, must and can only be corrected by the LEAwithin their student information system (SIS) vendor tool;

WDP is a ‘read-only’ application.

● Critical errors are data that flowed from your SIS intoWDP, but that cannot flow intoWISEdash (also

referred to as the data warehouse –DW). Snapshot data is retrieved fromWISEdash, so critical errors

must be resolved if this data is to be represented in an LEAs snapshot data. Once a snapshot occurs, the

data in that snapshot cannot be edited.

● Errors are data that flowed from your SIS toWDP, but it doesn’t look right. Errors may need to be resolved

with the help of other LEAs (e.g., overlapping enrollments).

● Warnings are indicators of questionable data. Frequently, warnings will throw around “0” data or “100%”

data (e.g., 100% perfect attendance, or zero discipline incidents). This data should be reviewed, as it could

very well be correct. If it is correct, acknowledge the warning.

Removing State Endorsed Regional Career Pathway Status

The “State Endorsed Regional Career Pathway Status” (SERCP) data element was deprecated upon completion of

the 2019-20 school year. Since this data element has not been used for a number of years and is no longer

relevant, it is being removed from the few places where it is still visible onWDP:

● WISEdata Portal Exports, “ValidationMessage –Other Programs”: The column for SERCP is being

removed from this export.

● CTE Program Ed-Fi API View& the User Interface: for the programs listed on a specific Student Detail

screen.



Removing Export Type ‘Possible Full-TermDropout’ and ‘PossibleMid-Term

Dropout’

The exports named are being removed from theWDP Exports section because they no longer exist. Additionally,

LEAs useWISEdash to review this data, and Choice schools use the ‘WISEdash Extracts’ export to review this

data.



Bug Fix

A bugwas preventing Third Friday in September (TFS) data from flowing into the data warehouse. A fixwas put in

place and LEAs should now be able to view this data.


